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How to Use YouTube

Let’s go to YouTube

To get to YouTube, type youtube.com
into the address bar and press enter

On the YouTube homepage,
there are lots of videos you
can watch. These are videos
that other people are watching
right now.
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Watch a video on YouTube
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You can see the title of the video 1 , how long
the video is 2 , and how many times it’s been
watched 3 .

Pick any video on the YouTube
homepage and click on it once
to open it.
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Watch
a video
on YouTube
SKIPPING
ADS

Sometimes your video will show an advertisement
before it starts. This is like a TV commercial. To skip it,
click on the Skip Ad button. The Skip Ad button will
show up after 5 seconds.

Watch a few seconds of the video.
Then go back to the YouTube homepage.
You can go to the YouTube homepage by
clicking on the YouTube logo, which is
located at the top left corner.
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The YouTube homepage

You’ll see different video categories on
the left side of the homepage. These
are like television channels. You can
watch sports, news, music, or other
things you’re interested in.
If you don’t see this on your
screen, you’ll need to click the
three lines
at the top left
corner of the YouTube homepage.

Let’s try watching some more videos.
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Can you watch one video from each of
these categories?
1. Trending
2. Sports
3. News

Does it make sense?
Refresh,

let’s go over it again

Yes,

let’s go to the next page
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Search for videos on YouTube

You can also search for any video.
Click the search bar at the top of the YouTube
homepage. Then type amazing sunset.
When you’re done, press enter

You’ll now see a list of videos that are
related to amazing sunset.
You can scroll down the page to see all of
the videos. Pick one that you want to watch
and click on it.
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Let’s practice.
Can you type these into the search
box and see what kinds of videos
show up?
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1. Funny cat video
2. Soccer highlights
3. Basic French lesson
4. How to kick a soccer ball

Click on any video about how to kick a soccer ball.
On the right side of the video, you’ll a section called
Up next. This video is similar to the one you’re
watching.
Let’s try watching the next video.
Click the video in the Up next section.
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Pause and play a video

You can pause a video you’re watching. You’ll just need to
click anywhere on the video to pause it. Can you try to
pause the video?

To continue playing the video, all you’ll need to do is click anywhere
on the video. Can you try to continue playing the video?
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Learn more about the video
When you’re watching a
video, you can see what the
title of the video is 1 and
how many times the video has
been watched 2 .

1
2

If you scroll down, you can also see when
the video was added to YouTube.
Sometimes you’ll also see a description of
the video.
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Let’s use other video settings
If you move your mouse to the bottom of the video, some buttons will
appear. You can make the video bigger by going to full screen 1 , and you
can turn off the sound of the video 2 . Some videos allow you to turn on
subtitles 3 . Try clicking each of them.
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If you move your mouse to the bottom of the video,
you’ll see a progress bar. The red line shows you how
much of the video you’ve watched.
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If you want to skip forward or go back in the video, click anywhere before or
after the red circle at the end of the red line.
Can you try skipping forward in the video?

Can you practice the following things?
1. Make the video full screen
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2. Exit full screen
3. Turn off the sound
4. Turn on the sound
5. Turn on subtitles
6. Turn off the subtitles

d
e’re one!
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Review
Did everything make sense?
Is there anything you want to try again?
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Now let’s see what you’ve learned

Do you think you can do
these things by yourself?

Can you...

Yes

Not Yet

Go to YouTube’s website?
Watch a YouTube video?
Skip an advertisement?
Search for videos?
Pause and play a video?
Find information about the video, like how many views it has?
Make the video full screen?
Exit a full screen video?
Turn the sound on and off?
Turn the subtitles on and off?

What do you want to do next?
Refresh,

let’s go over this lesson again

I understand it all,

let’s go to the next lesson
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